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Bondi Junction Medical Practice






231 Oxford St,
Bondi Junction NSW 2022
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PHONE




02 9389 9699









FAX




02 8331 1994









CONNECT
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Bondi Junction Medical Practice is an AGPAL Accredited General Practice clinic offering quality medical and care services. We help treat your illness, educate you about your health needs, and continuously look at ways to improve our service. Get in touch with our practice team today.
	Telehealth Available
	Private Billing Practice
	Pensioner cardholders will be charged a reduced fee on weekdays (full consult fee payable on weekends).
	DVA cardholders will be bulk-billed.


Please note that our fees will be changing from 1st July, 2023. Please see the FAQ for Practice Fees.









SERVICES AVAILABLE




	Women’s Health (including pap smears, family planning and antenatal shared care)
	Men’s Health
	Children’s Health(including childhood vaccinations)
	Health / Medical Assessments(including 45yr+, 75yr+)
	Immunisation and Vaccinations
	COVID-19 Immunisations
	Work Cover / Pre Employment Medicals
	Travel Medicine
	Minor Procedures
	GP Management / Team Care Plans
	Asthma Action Plans
	Medications Reviews
	Mental Health Care
	Plant-based Therapies
	RTA / Insurance Medicals
	Preventative Health Advice and Education
	Skin Cancer Checks
	Diabetes Management
	Quit Smoking Advice
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                                        We now have more available appointments due Dr Barold’s increase of days

                
                    

        






Opening hours




Monday 8:00am – 5:00pm




Tuesday 8:00am – 5:00pm




Wednesday 8:00am – 5:00pm




Thursday 8:00am – 5:30pm




Friday 8:00am – 5:00pm




Saturday 9:00am – 1:00pm (Opening times may vary)




Sunday Opening times may vary




Important Notice: Please be advised that our operating hours for the weekend may vary due to a staff shortage. We apologise for any inconvenience caused and sincerely appreciate your understanding. Thank you for your continued support. For out of hours care, please call 13SICK / 13 74 25. We are operating as normal. Closed on Public Holidays, Christmas, Boxing Day and New Year's Day. Please call reception for other Public Holiday hours or book online.
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                            Dr Farah Azar

                            MBBS, FRACGP
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                            Dr Gerard Barold

                            MBBS, D.Obst. R.C.O.G, A.B.I.M.
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                            Dr Zoe Case

                            BSC, MBBS, FRACGP
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                            Dr Yasmin Langford-Wells

                            MBChB, MPH (distinct.), DCH, DTM&H, MRCGP, FRACGP
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                            Dr Yohan Lewis

                            MBChB, MRCSEd, MRCGP, FRACGP
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                            Dr Elizabeth Harris

                            MBBS
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                            Dr Robyn Kaye

                            M. B. Bch
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                            Dr Louisa Ling

                            MBBS, FRACGP, DCH
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                            Dr Daiva Kuzinkoviene

                            MBBS, MRCGP, FRACGP
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                            Dr Jason Kwon

                            FANZCA, FFPMANZCA, FRACGP
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        Our Allied Health
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                            Carmel Myles

                            Clinical Psychologist

                        

                    
                

                    

        







            
                                            
                    
                        
                                                                                        
                                                                                                                                                Skin Cancer Checks

The Aussie sun is just part of what makes our country great. Yet Australia has the highest rates of skin cancer in the world.

You’re never too young to get skin cancer and early detection could save your life.

Read more here.
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                                                                                                                                                Flu Vaccinations

Don’t let the flu knock you down this winter.

Unsure if the Flu Vaccination is for you? We have compiled some useful information to help you decide here.
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Location











231 Oxford St,
Bondi Junction NSW 2022





Get directions
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Latest news and updates









More news
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                                        Sugar: The Bitter Truth Behind Our Sweet Obsession
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                                        Mastering the Art of Stress Management
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                                        Vaping Hazards & Evolving Regulations for 2024!
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                                        REGISTER WITH US FOR MYMEDICARE

                
                        

        












Frequently Asked Questions








    
        
            
                Practice Fees            

            
                Please be aware that our receptionists cannot provide advice on Bulk Billing for consultations. The decision to Bulk Bill is made solely by the doctor, as receptionists are not equipped to advise on this matter. We appreciate your understanding and encourage you to discuss any billing concerns directly with your doctor.

Bondi Junction Medical Practice is a Mixed Billing practice:

	The standard consult fee is $95 on Mon-Fri and $110 on weekends.
	Children 0 – 16 years have a standard consult from $71.40 and a long consult from $110.10, which, after the medicare rebate is applied, is $30 on weekdays (full consult fee payable on weekends).
	Pensioner cardholders receive a reduced rate (full consult fee payable on weekends).
	DVA cardholders will be bulk-billed.
	Information on the current private fees charged is available at reception.
	Medical Reports and consultations concerning established Workers’ Compensation and Third Party claims will be charged in accordance with the AMA Fee List.
	Please check with your GP regarding any out-of-pocket expenses incurred for specialist referrals, X-rays, etc.


            

        


            
        
            
                Cancellation and Non-attendance fee            

            
                CANCELLATION AND NON-ATTENDANCE FEE

We understand situations may arise where you are unable to attend your scheduled appointment. If this occurs, we respectfully ask you to provide a minimum of 2 hours’ notice before your appointment by cancelling your appointment via our online booking system or phoning our practice. We will happily reschedule your appointment.

If you cancel within the 2 hours or do not attend your scheduled appointment, a non-attendance fee will apply.  If you have a cancellation fee, it will require payment before you can schedule another appointment.

The fees are as follows:

	$50 for a missed short consult
	$90 for a missed long consult


Weekend fees are as follows:

	$90 for a missed short consult
	$110 for a missed long consult


Our doctors want to be available for your needs and the needs of all our patients. When a patient does not attend a scheduled appointment, another patient loses the opportunity to be seen.

Thank you for being a valued patient and for your cooperation with this policy.

            

        


            
        
            
                Do I have to make an appointment or can I just walk in?            

            
                We ask that patients make a booking ONLINE when possible, though every effort will be made to fit patients in when possible.

            

        


            
        
            
                Time matters: Selecting the right appointment type & punctuality            

            
                Our standard appointment types have specific time allowances, so please book a longer consultation if required to be fair to other patients. This approach helps us maintain our commitment to providing each patient with the attention they deserve. Additionally, we appreciate your punctuality for appointments. Please note late arrivals may not be seen during busy periods.

            

        


            
        
            
                How are diagnostic test results managed?            

            
                Test results are only given to the patient concerned by a doctor. However, you will generally be asked to make an appointment with your doctor to follow up.

            

        


            
        
            
                How do I get a medical certificate?            

            
                Medical Certificates can be provided by your doctor following a consultation, unfortunately they cannot be backdated. Please try to present early in your illness should you require this service.

            

        


            
        
            
                Is it possible to have telephone consultations?            

            
                ALL Telehealth consultations incur a fee. Medicare cardholders who have visited our practice in the last 12 months are eligible for a rebate. Payments are required in advance, through a secure link from HotDoc when booking your appointment online. We’ll handle your Medicare rebate online.

            

        


            
        
            
                How is my confidentiality and privacy managed?            

            
                The practitioners adhere to the AMA code of Ethics regarding Privacy and Confidentiality, please be assured that your medical records and consultations are kept in the strictest confidence.

            

        


            
        
            
                How do I transfer my Medical records from my old practice/ doctors to this practice?            

            
                Please ask the reception team for a ‘transfer of medical records’ request. This can then be provided to your previous practice / doctor.

            

        


            
        
            
                Do I need to make an appointment for blood test?            

            
                All pathology tests require a referral from your GP. We encourage you to have this ready when appearing at the pathology collection centre for your pathology test. Some pathology tests, such as pregnancy glucose tolerance testing, require you to book with pathology.

            

        


            
        
            
                I am a work cover patient, how can I organise a consultation with a doctor?            

            
                Work cover patients will be treated the same as regular patients. Please notify your employer before your first consultation so they may provide you with a claim number related to your current case.

            

        


            
        
            
                I would like to see a specialist. How can I organise a specialist consultation?            

            
                Specialists typically require a referral letter from a GP. Please make an appointment with a GP first to ask about a referral letter; your GP will advise you accordingly.

            

        


            
        
            
                Communications Policy            

            
                Our communications Policy details how and when we receive and return telephone calls and electronic communication.

We will not disturb a doctor during a consultation. We will let the doctor know if a patient has contacted the practice for them and will respond appropriately.

Please note emails are there for administrative purposes. We will not disclose personal information over email and will not use this method to book or cancel appointments.

We may get in touch with you via SMS or email to update you with general information about our practice or health services for your information. Any generic email communication to you is done using only a name and email, for the purposes of these communications, please be advised that no further information is stored.

            

        


            
        
            
                How do I make a complaint?            

            
                If you are unsatisfied with any aspect of our practice or your consultation, complaints can be made by completing a ‘feedback form’ available in the waiting room, completing a formal ‘complaints’ form available at the reception desk, discussing your concerns directly with the Practice Manager or contacting the NSW Health Services Commissioner on (02) 9219 7444.
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                        First Name* 

Last Name* 

Email*
                            
                        

Phone

How can we help you?*





Comments
This field is for validation purposes and should be left unchanged.




          
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
        

                        

                        

		                
		                








Bondi Junction Medical Practice




231 Oxford St,
Bondi Junction NSW 2022




P 02 9389 9699




F 02 8331 1994





Follow us for updates





Important




Please note, appointments cannot be made via this form submission, please use the booking links available or call the practice. We do not communicate with patients via email with regards to their health or their family member's health matters. Please do not email these details to the practice. This contact form is for general enquiries only.




Got something to say?





Leave Feedback















Subscribe to our newsletter




Keep me up to date with the latest from Bondi Junction Medical Practice
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Email*
                            
                        





Email
This field is for validation purposes and should be left unchanged.
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Contact Us



Join Our Team



Selling a Practice










Visiting





Our Practices



New South Wales



Queensland



Victoria



Head Office












Qualitas Health would like to acknowledge the traditional custodians of the land on which we live and work. We would also like to pay respect to the elders past and present and extend that respect to all other Aboriginal people.
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